The inventor of the electronic exchange and proven in the world’s most demanding markets, NASDAQ OMX powers 1 in every 10 securities transactions worldwide. We are the world’s largest exchange technology provider with more than 20 years experience. Our specialist knowledge and experience as owner, operator, and technology provider gives us unique capabilities unmatched by any provider in the world.

NASDAQ OMX fuels economies and provides transformative technologies for the entire lifecycle of a trade — from risk management to trade to surveillance to clearing.

**CLIENT COMMUNITY**

**POWERED BY TECHNOLOGY FROM NASDAQ OMX**

**AMONG THEM:** ASIC Australia, ASX Australian Securities Exchange, Bolsa de Valores de Colombia, Dubai Financial Market, FINRA, Hong Kong Exchanges & Clearing, IIROC Canada, Kuwait Stock Exchange, NASDAQ Stock Market, SIX Swiss Exchange, Singapore Exchange, Tokyo Commodities Exchange.

**IN ADDITION, WE OWN AND OPERATE**

- **26** Marketplaces
- **3** Clearinghouses
- **5** Central Securities Depositories
NASDAQ OMX’s proven multi-asset trading systems are the most widely deployed in the world. No trading platform is faster or more scalable than our global INET platform which can handle more than 1 million messages/second at sub-40 microsecond latency.

Our proven and flexible clearing and settlement systems are specifically designed for a cross-border environment and can clear any and every instrument in an efficient integrated platform. Proven CSD solutions provide the core functionality needed for efficient securities clearing and settlement.

NASDAQ OMX offers efficient and comprehensive pre- and post-trade risk management solutions, provided on an integrated or stand-alone basis.

For more than 17 years, our cross-market and cross-asset SMARTS surveillance solutions have been the industry benchmark for market surveillance, control and abuse detection for global exchanges, regulators and brokerages.

NASDAQ OMX currently provides full IT service management to more than 25 marketplaces around the world representing 60,000 trading hours annually. Our comprehensive Marketplace for Hire (M4H) service is a proven multi-market, multi-asset trading trading engine powered by standard setting INET technology and offering best-in-class market surveillance and operations.
MAJOR SERVICES OFFERINGS

+ **ADVISORY**
As an exchange owner/operator, NASDAQ OMX understands first-hand how marketplaces operate, the challenges they face and the complex technology infrastructure that is required to support them. To date, Advisory Services has provided strategic and operational guidance to more than 60 exchange industry clients in 25 countries.

+ **CORPORATE SOLUTIONS**
NASDAQ OMX works with partner exchanges to provide access to its proven suite of specialized corporate services for listed companies. From investor relations to corporate communications, to board support, these tools power global business communications.

+ **GLOBAL INDEX SERVICE**
More than US $1 trillion notional value is tied to our diverse library of global indexes that span geographies and asset classes. NASDAQ OMX has a long history of advising exchanges on developing, enhancing, and monetizing proprietary index offerings.

+ **GLOBAL VISIBILITY**
We work with partners to leverage NASDAQ OMX’s global brand as the world’s leading exchange group through our media site in Times Square, New York and our presence is 50 countries around the world.

+ **MARKET DATA SERVICE**
Our innovative, real-time and historical data products provide unsurpassed market transparency to institutional, retail and individual investors. NASDAQ OMX will work with marketplaces to develop new revenue opportunities by leveraging our highly specialized and comprehensive market data infrastructure.

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS TRADED ON NASDAQ OMX TECHNOLOGY

NASDAQ OMX systems power the trading of virtually all instruments. Examples include: cash equity, equity derivatives, ETFs and warrants, cash fixed income, fixed income derivatives, interest rate swaps, credit default swaps, FX spot, FX futures, commodities, energy spot and futures, warrants and forwards.
99.99+% uptime record for mission critical operations

Process more than 4 BILLION transactions daily

ITCH Data Feed and OUCH Protocol are the GLOBAL STANDARDS for HFT

Support more than 2 MILLION users of our real-time data globally

TAKING CUSTOMERS BEYOND THE MATCH. ANY ASSET CLASS. ANYTIME. ANYWHERE.

MORE INFORMATION

E-MAIL: GTSMARKETING@NASDAQOMX.COM
WEBSITE: WWW.NASDAQOMX.COM/TECHNOLOGY
ADDRESS: NASDAQ OMX GROUP INC. ONE LIBERTY PLAZA 165 BROADWAY NEW YORK, NY 10006
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